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Chapter 1
Introduction
This report shares my contributions to open-source software made during the Semester-long Internship,
starting from 7th April 2021 to 7th November 2021. Contributions were made using a FLOSS
(Free-Libre/Open Source Software) known as "R" as a part of the FOSSEE (Free/Libre and Open Source
Software for Education) project by IIT Bombay and MoE, Government of India. The FOSSEE project is a
part of the National Mission on Education through ICT. The thrust area is promoting and creating
open-source software equivalent to proprietary software, funded by MoE, based at the Indian Institute of
Technology Bombay (IITB). The contributions include maintenance of R on Cloud, analysis of FOSSEE
workshop feedback data, Spoken Tutorial content creation, implementation and optimization of the SOM
algorithm in R, and an R case study on analysis and prediction of the impact of COVID-19 on the global
economy.

https://fossee.in/
https://fossee.in/


Chapter 2
Maintenance of R on Cloud
The R on Cloud is an online facility created by FOSSEE which works as a platform for executing R
codes. It also allows users to interact with the codes of the completed textbook companions (TBCs), as
shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: R on Cloud by FOSSEE.

For this feature, it is required to check the completed TBCs over the platform for errors by running their
codes. Hence, the assigned task involved checking each code file associated with 12 completed TBCs
mentioned in Table 2.1 over the platform, recording the errors obtained, and forwarding the list of errors
to the FOSSEE web team for correction.

Table 2.1: List of completed TBCs checked over the R on Cloud platform.
S. No. Book Name
1 Operations Research: An Introduction by Hamdy A Taha, Pearson, 2014

2 Probability and Statistics for Engineering and the Sciences by Jay L Devore, Richard
Stratton, Boston, USA, 2012

http://rcloud.fossee.in/
https://r.fossee.in/textbook-companion/completed-books


3 Probability and Statistics for Engineers by Richard L. Scheaffer, Madhuri S.
Mulekar, James T. McClave, Cengage Learning, USA, 2011

4
Probability and Statistics for Engineers and Scientists by Ronald E. Walpole, Raymond H. Myers,
Sharon L. Myers, Keying Ye, Pearson Education, Boston USA, 2016

5 Probability, Random Variables, and Stochastic Processes by Athanasios Papoulis
and S. Unnikrishna Pillai, Mcgraw Hill Education (India) Private Limited, 2002

6 Semiconductor Physics And Devices - Basic Principles by D. A. Neamen, Mcgraw-
hill, 2003

7 Statistics and Probability Theory by Dr. K.C. Jain and Dr. M.L. Rawat, College
Book Centre, Jaipur, 2013

8 Statistics for Business and Economics by Anderson, Sweeney, and Williams, Cengage
Learning, USA, 20111

9 Statistics for Management and Economics by Gerald Keller, Cengage Learning USA,
2012

10 Statistics for Psychology by Arthur Aron, Elliot J. Coups, and Elaine N. Aron,
Pearson, USA, 2013

11 Statistics in Education and Psychology by P. C. Dash and Bhabagrahi Biswal, Dominant
Publishers and Distributors Pvt Ltd, 20091

12 Thermodynamics And Heat Power by I. Granet And M. Bluestein, Addison Wesley
(Singapore), New Delhi, 2001

Following is the list of the type of errors encountered during the process of testing TBC codes over the R
on Cloud platform -

1. Missing libraries.
2. Error when loading code from a zip file.

FOSSEE web team did the following to fix the errors -

1. Installed all missing libraries over the platform.
2. Manually extracted codes from zip files and made them available over the platform.



Chapter 3

Analysis of FOSSEE workshop feedback
data

1. Introduction

The FOSSEE project promotes the use of FLOSS tools in academia and research. It conducts regular
workshops on different FLOSS to help industry professionals, faculty, researchers, and students from
various institutions shift from proprietary to open-source software. These workshops are conducted
throughout the year and generally consist of spoken tutorials, live lectures, assignments, and interactive
activities to engage the participants. For the assessment of a workshop’s effectiveness, participants are
required to fill up a feedback form at the end. The task assigned was to analyze the feedback data to
identify the underlying variables called factors that can explain the interrelationships among the variables
(questions) of the feedback data using a method known as EFA (Exploratory Factor Analysis) [1]. The
obtained factors shall help in determining those aspects of the workshop that contributed more towards its
effectiveness. Analysis began after cleaning and processing the obtained data. The complete procedure
from data collection to analysis has been described in the following sections.

2. Data Collection
Data was collected through feedback forms for the ChemCollective Virtual Lab Beginner 1 day workshop
conducted on 12th December 2020 and the Jmol Application Advanced Workshop conducted on 12th
September 2020. Thirty-five people attended the ChemCollective workshop, out of which thirty-two filled
the feedback form. Only seventeen people attended the Jmol workshop and all of them filled the
feedback form. The feedback form contained questions associated with the workshop experience
consisting of sub-sections corresponding to workshop activity, practice problems, spoken tutorials,
knowledge gained from the workshop, and general opinions. The responses to these questions were in the
form of Likert scale ratings and subjective comments. Different scales were used for recording responses
depending upon the nature of the question.

3. Data Exploration

The feedback datasets were loaded into the R environment using the “read.csv()” function. A glimpse of
the original datasets can be seen in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2.

https://www.it.iitb.ac.in/nmeict/workshopContent.html?workshopid=58LpCUN684VFArg9gkw_HQ&category=UubpVTjA3FS-DQx8uW4rlA
https://www.it.iitb.ac.in/nmeict/workshopContent.html?workshopid=9XWpf-8-llSfb1KJMzYBHA&category=UubpVTjA3FS-DQx8uW4rlA


Figure 3.1: Glimpse of the original ChemCollective workshop feedback response dataset.

Figure 3.2: Glimpse of the original Jmol workshop feedback response dataset.

The datasets mentioned above contained more columns than their respective feedback form questions
because some questions contained sub-sections. The Jmol workshop dataset contained 50 columns,
whereas the ChemCollective workshop dataset contained 56 columns. It was also observed that some
column names were lengthy and some consisted of only numbers or a few characters that did not provide
any information about the question associated with that column, as shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Column names of one of the datasets.

It felt necessary to rename the columns for two reasons -

1. To convey information about the associated question in fewer words.
2. To replace the column name containing numbers or characters with information about the

associated question.

Therefore the columns were renamed and grouped into the following categories, where each category has
sub-divisions based on the associated feedback form questions -

1. ChemCollective workshop feedback response dataset -
1.1   General information
1.2   Exposure to equivalent software
1.3   Spoken Tutorial (ST) quality
1.4   Spoken Tutorial ratings
1.5   Workshop Aspects
1.6   Knowledge before and after workshop
1.7   Workshop format
1.8   Satisfaction ratings for the workshop



1.9   Miscellaneous
1.10   Spoken Tutorial Forum (STF)
1.11   Support from FOSSEE and suggestions

2. Jmol workshop feedback response dataset -
1.1   General information
1.2   Exposure to Jmol
1.3   Experience of screening task
1.4   Spoken Tutorial ratings
1.5   Live Demonstration ratings
1.6   Assignment ratings
1.7   Knowledge before and after workshop
1.8   Overall quality ratings
1.9   Workshop satisfaction ratings

1.10   Miscellaneous

The following code was used to rename the columns -

1. ChemCollective workshop feedback response dataset -

Figure 3.4: Code to rename the ChemCollective workshop feedback dataset columns.

2. Jmol workshop feedback response dataset -



Figure 3.5: Code to rename the Jmol workshop feedback dataset columns.

The updated column names are shown in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.6: Updated column names of the ChemCollective workshop feedback dataset.



Figure 3.7: Updated column names of the Jmol workshop feedback dataset.

Data Exploration continued after updating the column names using the “skim()” function from the
“skimr” package [2]. It was observed that there were missing values in the columns of both the datasets as
shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9.

Figure 3.8: Missing values in the ChemCollective dataset

Figure 3.9: Missing values in the Jmol dataset

Missing values may occur due to a variety of reasons. One reason could be the participants’ unwillingness
to respond to certain optional feedback sections like providing subjective comments, which is acceptable,
but they may also occur due to some data formatting/reformatting issues. To move ahead with the
exploration, it was necessary to remove the missing values in a way that we do not lose any vital
information. Therefore, a row and column-wise check for missing values was carried out, as shown in
Figure 3.10 and 3.11.

Figure 3.10: Row and column-wise examination of missing values for ChemCollective data.



Figure 3.11: Row and column-wise examination of missing values for Jmol data.

For ChemCollective data, only the “Suggestions” column contained missing values; hence it was ignored
because the feedback form question associated with that column was optional. For Jmol data, the
row-wise examination showed that at max only one value is missing for a particular row and the
column-wise examination showed that only the fourth column contained missing values. Hence the fourth
column was removed from the Jmol data.

After dealing with missing values, both datasets were checked for duplicate entries because such entries
can introduce bias in statistical analyses [3,4]. The Approximate String Matching (Fuzzy Matching)
technique was applied over the “Name” column of both the datasets using the “agrep()” function by Brian
Ripley and Kurt Hornik provided in the “base” package of R [5] to check for similar participant names. If
matching names are found, then other background details of those participants like their institution name,
educational background and profession were examined.

Figure 3.12: Checking for duplicate entries in the ChemCollective dataset.



Figure 3.13: Checking for duplicate entries in the Jmol dataset.

Figure 3.12 and 3.13 show the result of checking duplicate entries for the ChemCollective and Jmol
datasets, respectively. In the ChemCollective dataset, only five unique row entries were found, hence it
was deemed unfit for further analysis, whereas in the Jmol dataset, no duplicate entries were found.

The data exploration process shed light on the structure and format of the original feedback datasets. It
also helped in identifying the errors in the datasets. It is followed by the data cleaning process as
described in the subsequent section only for the Jmol dataset.

4. Data Cleaning

Data cleaning is the most critical step performed before analyzing the data, as any result obtained from
incorrect data will be unreliable. It involves the steps for removing erroneous and mislabelled data [6,7].
There is a possibility of incorrect responses in the feedback data due to several reasons such as
inattentiveness of participants while filling the feedback form, lack of understanding of the questions
asked, etc. Hence, there is a need to carefully examine the data and remove all misleading responses to
preserve its reliability.

For data cleaning, all possible ambiguities in the data were systematically checked and recorded.
Grouping the responses into categories (performed during data exploration) made the checking process
easier. The complete process can be broadly divided into three steps, with each containing multiple
substeps as listed below -

1. Checked participants’ backgrounds and opinions regarding JMOL and similar tools -

● Checked for entries where participants had given a negative response when asked if they had used
any software other than Jmol but entered the name of a software in the subsequent section.

● Checked for entries where participants had given a positive response when asked if they had used
any software other than Jmol but did not mention the name of the software.

Figure 3.14: Columns containing entries related to participants’ experience with modeling software.



● Checked for entries where participants had given a positive response when asked if they had used
Jmol before but failed to mention the purpose of use.

● Checked for entries where participants had given a negative response when asked if they had used
Jmol before but mentioned the purpose of use.

Figure 3.15: Columns indicating participants’ experience with the Jmol software.

2. Checked the qualitative and quantitative feedback responses regarding the procedure and
quality of the workshop -

● Checked for contradicting responses in columns associated with the quality and effectiveness of
the workshop; for example, searched and recorded all such entries where a participant had
selected the option “Strongly Agree” for both “Exposure To New Knowledge” and “Did Not
Learn Much” columns.

Figure 3.16: Column entries associated with the workshop’s quality and effectiveness.

● Checked if the level of knowledge regarding Jmol for any participant dropped after the workshop,
as it is improbable.



Figure 3.17: Entries associated with the conceptual knowledge regarding various aspects of Jmol.

● Checked for positive feedback in negative questions and vice versa.

Figure 3.18: Entries associated with the overall workshop’s feedback questions.

3. Removed misleading entries -

● After performing all possible checks, only a single misleading entry was found and removed. The
final dataset contained 16 rows and 49 columns.

5. Data Preprocessing

Only the Likert scale based columns containing categorical responses were kept from the cleaned Jmol
workshop feedback dataset for EFA, as shown in Figure 3.19 [8,9]. Any information related to the
participants’ backgrounds and their subjective comments was removed from the dataset. All entries
containing the string "Not Attempted" were replaced with NA. The remaining dataset had 16 rows and 34
columns, where each column had the factor data type.

Figure 3.19: Glimpse of the dataset after pre-processing.



6. Data Analysis

The data analysis was performed using the “EFAtools” package [10]. The “N_FACTORS()” function
from “EFAtools” was used to find the suitable number of factors in the data by first converting the data
into a numeric format and then finding its correlation matrix. Due to the columns “Jmol useful in
teaching”, “(Spoken Tutorial) Surfaces and Orbitals”, “(Spoken Tutorial) Script Commands”,
“(Assignment) Point Groups”, “(Assignment) Protein Structure” and “(Assignment) Enzyme Structure”,
the obtained correlation matrix contained NA values, as shown in Figure 3.20.

Figure 3.20: Correlation matrix of the pre-processed dataset.

Therefore, those columns were removed and the “N_FACTORS()” function was applied over the
correlation matrix obtained from the remaining data. The “N_FACTORS()” function tested the suitability
of the correlation matrix for EFA by applying “Bartlett's test of sphericity” over it and calculating its
“Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin criterion (KMO)” value. Bartlett’s test of sphericity statistically tests the hypothesis
that the correlation matrix contains ones on the diagonal and zeros on the off-diagonals. This test should
produce a statistically significant chi-square value to justify the application of EFA [11]. The KMO value
indicates the proportion of variance in the variables that might be caused by underlying factors [12]. The
“N_FACTORS()” function calculates the appropriate number of factors for the given data only when it
obtains a favorable result from Bartlett’s test and a suitable KMO value. Unfortunately, the pre-processed
data failed both tests because its correlation matrix was singular, as shown in Figure 3.21.

Figure 3.21: Result obtained from the “N_FACTORS()” function.

7. Conclusion

In this project, data exploration, cleaning and preprocessing, were performed over the ChemCollective
Virtual Lab Beginner 1 day workshop and the Jmol Application Advanced Workshop feedback datasets

https://www.it.iitb.ac.in/nmeict/workshopContent.html?workshopid=58LpCUN684VFArg9gkw_HQ&category=UubpVTjA3FS-DQx8uW4rlA
https://www.it.iitb.ac.in/nmeict/workshopContent.html?workshopid=58LpCUN684VFArg9gkw_HQ&category=UubpVTjA3FS-DQx8uW4rlA
https://www.it.iitb.ac.in/nmeict/workshopContent.html?workshopid=9XWpf-8-llSfb1KJMzYBHA&category=UubpVTjA3FS-DQx8uW4rlA


completely using the R programming language with the objective of applying EFA over them. However,
the datasets turned out to be unsuitable for the proposed analysis as the ChemCollective dataset was too
small and the Jmol dataset failed the reliability tests required for EFA. This project could be further
extended by using some alternative of EFA, keeping in mind the mixed nature of the Jmol feedback data.



Chapter 4

Spoken Tutorial content creation

1. Introduction

The Spoken Tutorial project aims to make video tutorials on Free and Open Source Software (FOSS)
available in several Indian languages. The goal is to enable the use of spoken tutorials to teach in any
Indian language to learners of various levels of expertise - Beginner, Intermediate or Advanced. Every
tutorial has to go through a series of checks to ensure that it is perfect for its audience, which is crucial
for achieving the goal of this project. I was given the opportunity to contribute to the creation of eleven
scripts and corresponding slides associated with the Advanced R spoken tutorial series. The tutorial
topics were related to machine learning and are listed below.

2. List of tutorial topics -

2.1 Supervised Learning
Supervised Learning is a branch of Machine Learning where the goal is to learn a mapping from inputs

“x” to outputs “y”, when given a labeled set of input-output pairs, . Here, “D” is𝐷 = {(𝑥𝑖,  𝑦𝑖)}
𝑖=1
𝑁

called the training set, and “N” is the number of training examples [13]. The tutorial explains how
supervised learning works by applying a Naive Bayes Classifier on the Iris dataset. It also introduces the
concept of a confusion matrix to calculate the accuracy of the resulting model. Two packages were used
in the tutorial, namely “e1071” [14] and “caret” [15].

2.2 Unsupervised Learning
Unsupervised Learning is a branch of Machine Learning where we are only given inputs “x” in a set,

, and the goal is to find “interesting patterns” in the data. Here, “D” is called the training set,𝐷 = {𝑥𝑖}
𝑖=1
𝑁

and “N” is the number of training examples. It is sometimes also known as knowledge discovery [13].
The tutorial explains how unsupervised learning works by performing K-means Clustering on the Iris
dataset. Then it introduces the Adjusted RAND index; a metric used to measure the accuracy of the
obtained clustering. Two packages were used in the tutorial, namely “ggplot2” [16] and “mclust” [17].

2.3 Data Cleaning
Data Cleaning is the process of detecting, diagnosing, and editing erroneous data [3]. It is one of the
essential steps performed before analyzing the data [4]. The tutorial aims to demonstrate the steps
performed while cleaning a dataset. The dataset used was the text version of the AirQuality dataset. In the
tutorial, the following operations were performed -

● Conversion of a text file to CSV file.
● Removal of NA values.

https://spoken-tutorial.org/


● Encoding of categorical variables into factors.

2.4 Linear Discriminant Analysis
Linear Discriminant Analysis or LDA is a linear combination of features that separates two or more
classes of objects or events. It assumes multivariate normality and multicollinearity in the data [18]. In the
tutorial, LDA was applied over the Iris dataset and its performance was measured using a confusion
matrix. Four packages were used in the tutorial, namely “MASS” [19], “e1071” [14], “caret” [15] and
“ggplot2” [16].

2.5 Quadratic Discriminant Analysis
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis or QDA is a quadratic combination of features that separates two or
more classes of objects or events. Compared to LDA, QDA assumes that the covariance structures of the
classes of objects are different [20]. In the tutorial, QDA was implemented over the Iris dataset. A single
package was used in the tutorial, i.e., “MASS” [19].

2.6 Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine or SVM is a supervised machine technique. It constructs a hyperplane to separate
n-dimensional data into different classes. It is used for classification, regression and outlier detection [20].
In the tutorial, SVM was implemented over the Iris dataset and its accuracy was computed using a
confusion matrix. Two packages were used in the tutorial, namely “e1071” [14] and “caret” [15].

2.7 Logistic Regression
Logistic regression is an important machine learning algorithm. The goal is to model the probability of a
random variable “Y” being 0 or 1 given experimental data [21]. In the tutorial, logistic regression was
implemented over the Iris dataset and its accuracy was computed using a confusion matrix. Three
packages were used in the tutorial, namely “stats4” [5], “splines” [5] and “VGAM” [22].

2.8 Decision Tree
In data mining, a decision tree is a predictive model that can represent both classifiers and regression
models. When a decision tree is used for classification tasks, it is more appropriately referred to as a
classification tree. When it is used for regression tasks, it is called a regression tree [23]. In the tutorial, a
decision tree was constructed using the Iris dataset. Two packages were used in the tutorial, namely
“rpart” [24] and “rpart.plot” [25].

2.9 Random Forest
The general principle of a random forest is to aggregate a collection of random decision trees. The goal is,
instead of seeking to optimize a predictor “at once” as for a CART tree, to pool a set of predictors (not
necessarily optimal) [26]. In the tutorial, a random forest was created using the Iris dataset and its
performance was measured using a confusion matrix. The package used in the tutorial was
“randomforest” [27].

2.10 K-means Clustering
The k-means method is a widely used clustering technique that minimizes the average squared distance
between points in the same cluster [28]. In the tutorial, an optimized version of k-means called kmeans++
was implemented on the Iris dataset and the accuracy of the obtained results was measured using a
confusion matrix. The package used in the tutorial was “LICORS” [29].



2.11 Hierarchical Clustering
Hierarchical clustering is a clustering approach that does not require the user to choose the number of
clusters beforehand. It has an added advantage over K-means clustering in that it results in an attractive
tree-based representation of the observations, called a dendrogram. The most common type of
hierarchical clustering is bottom-up or agglomerative clustering [20]. In the tutorial, agglomerative
clustering was implemented over the Iris dataset. The package used in the tutorial was “ggplot” [16].



Chapter 5

Implementation and optimization of SOM
algorithm in R

1. Introduction

SOM is an unsupervised data visualization technique popular among researchers for dimensionality
reduction and clustering [30]. This project aims to create an open-source code base for SOM in R to help
researchers, students, and professionals understand the working of SOM. The material has been designed
to encourage and promote the R programming language among people wanting to learn and apply SOM
for their choice of use. The complete code with proper explanation and examples has been made freely
available for educational purposes in the form of a document on the Resources page of the R FOSSEE
website.

2. Self Organizing Maps

Self Organizing Maps (Kohonen Maps) are a class of artificial neural network created by Dr. Teuvo
Kohonen that can map high dimensional input data to a 2D map using unsupervised learning [31-35].
SOMs are utilized for various applications because they provide a low-dimensional representation of a
high-dimensional input while maintaining the features of input data in the representation [36,37].

Figure 4.1: Kohonen Model of Self Organizing Map [35].

https://r.fossee.in/resources


3. Implementation of SOM in R

Due to the project’s complexity, the entire process of implementing SOM in R was divided into various
tasks and each FOSSEE intern was assigned a particular task. Once the basic SOM model got created, its
output was analyzed. It was observed that the model did not satisfactorily converge after a single epoch
over the complete input data. The model training algorithm was then modified to incorporate multiple
epochs. The map converged during the second epoch for most datasets.

4. Optimization of the SOM algorithm

The base algorithm took over 40 seconds to run on the UCLA Graduate School Admissions dataset [38]
that contained only 400 rows. Thus, efforts were made to optimize the algorithm while retaining its
fundamental logic. Mainly the following two operations were performed to optimize the code -

1. Eliminating as many for loops as possible.
2. Converting every potential operation to a matrix operation.

With the help of the R profiler, which was implemented using the “profvis()” function of “profvis”
package [39], it was determined that the BMU and SOM functions had the highest time complexity.
Finally, the following changes were made -

BMU: The entire function was reduced to just three lines of code. In the 1st line, the “sweep()” function
was used to find the euclidean distance between every neuron in the grid and the given data point. The
2nd line contained the “which.min()” function to find the winning neuron in the grid. The final line of
code returned the index of the winning neuron.

SOM: A similar approach was applied to the SOM function. The lateral distances from the winning
neuron were computed using the “sweep()” function. The weights were updated by first finding the
required indices using the “which()” function and then applying matrix operation instead of a for loop.

Finally, the entire algorithm sped up by approximately ten times.



Chapter 6

R Case Study: Analysis and prediction of
the impact of COVID-19 on the global
economy
1. Introduction

COVID-19 has had a profound impact on the lives of each individual. However, for countries, the
economy has taken the hardest hit. To analyze the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) and employment in countries worldwide, I proposed a case study project under
the guidance of Prof. Radhendushka Srivastava. The entire analysis was performed using the R
programming language. The complete case study with code and data has been made available in the
Completed Case studies section of the R FOSSEE website. A brief description of the complete case study
is given in the following sections.

2. Data Collection

The COVID-19 Economic Impact Assessment data was collected for this case study from an online
repository known as the ADB Data Library. The ADB Data Library is a platform that hosts publicly
available data from the Asian Development Bank. The data obtained contains a measure of the potential
economy and sector specific impact of the COVID-19 outbreak [40].

3. Data Exploration

The original dataset had the dimension 1566 x 10 and contained the following columns -

● Economy - Contains the country name.
● ADB Country Code - Contains the country code as assigned by ADB.
● Sector - Contains the economic sector from where the data was collected.
● Country 2018 GDP - Contains a country's GDP for the year 2018.
● Scenario - Contains the scenario based on which the GDP drop is predicted.
● as \% of total GDP - Contains the GDP loss as a percentage of the total GDP.
● in \$ Mn - Contains the total income in denominations of \$1 million.
● Employment (in 000) - Contains total number of people employed in counts of 1000s.
● as \% of sector GDP - Contains percentage of sector GDP loss.
● as \% of sector employment - Contains percentage of sector employment loss.

4. Data Cleaning and Preprocessing

https://r.fossee.in/case-study-project/completed-case-studies
https://data.adb.org/dataset/covid-19-economic-impact-assessment-template


Data cleaning and preprocessing involved various steps that were performed to make data adequate for
analysis. Some of the steps involved were data reformatting and searching for missing values that were
later removed using the function “na.omit()”. Data reformatting involved changing the data type of
columns depending on the analysis to be performed over the data. After data cleaning and reformatting,
the remaining data was split in a ratio of 3:1 for training and testing, respectively. Later the training and
testing datasets were used for statistical modeling.

5. Data Analysis

The data analysis step involved the application of linear regression and artificial neural network over the
data -

5.1 Linear Regression
Linear regression is a linear approach for modeling the relationship between a scalar response and one or
more explanatory variables (also known as dependent and independent variables, respectively). The case
of a single explanatory variable is called simple linear regression; for more than one, the process is called
multiple linear regression [41]. For the case study, multiple linear regression was utilized. The regression
model was trained to predict GDP loss, given the sector, scenario and sector-wise GDP loss. Depending
upon the obtained results, the model was further enhanced by removing insignificant data columns.

5.2 Artificial Neural Network
An artificial neural network or ANN takes an input vector of “p” variables “X = (X1,X2,...,Xp)” and
builds a non-linear function “f(X)” to predict the response “Y” [42]. The “nnet” package of R [43] was
used to create the ANN model. The ANN model was trained over the data left after removing all
insignificant variables (columns). The number of hidden units was set to six after numerous experiments.
To ensure reproducibility of the results, the command to train an ANN was made to run 1000 times with
the iteration number set as the random seed. Finally, the best ANN model with RMSE lower than the
linear regression model was selected and saved in an RDS file for later use.

6. Results

6.1 Linear Regression

6.1.1 Model Summary
Following is the summary of the final linear regression model obtained by making use of the
“summary()” function.



Figure 6.1: Summary of the final linear regression model.

6.1.2 Q-Q Plot
Below is the q-q plot of the final linear regression model's residuals.

Figure 6.2: q-q plot of the final linear regression model.

6.1.3 Squared Residuals Plot
Following is the squared residuals plot associated with the regression model.



Figure 6.3: Squared residual plot of the final linear regression model.

6.1.4 Accuracy Measurement Results
Following are the accuracy measurement results associated with the regression model.

Figure 6.4: Accuracy measurement results of the final linear regression model.

6.1.5 Predicted v/s Original
Below is a plot comparing the predicted with original values.



Figure 6.5: Final regression model's predicted values versus original values.

6.2 Artificial Neural Network

6.2.1 Squared Residuals Plot
Following is the squared residuals plot associated with the ANN model.

Figure 6.6: Squared residuals plot associated with the neural network model.

6.2.2 Accuracy Measurement Results
Following are the accuracy measurement results associated with the ANN model.



Figure 6.7: ANN model's accuracy measurement results.

6.2.3 Predicted v/s Original
Below is a plot comparing the predicted with original values.

Figure 6.8: ANN model's predicted values versus original values.

7. Conclusion

The case study attempted to explore the impact of COVID-19 on the GDP of various countries. The
obtained statistical models have accurately predicted the GDP loss. The final linear regression model
predicted the actual values with a minor error. It seems like a good choice for predicting the GDP loss as
it has the advantage of being a white-box approach. On the other hand, a neural network may provide
better results, but it is a black-box approach.



Chapter 7
Conclusion
The FOSSEE Semester-long Internship provided me an opportunity to learn a lot, both from my fellow
interns and my mentors, while working on a variety of projects. The R on Cloud project allows its users to
access all TBC codes over a cloud platform. The task of maintaining it by finding and fixing bugs and
errors helped me contribute towards promoting education via a digital medium. Writing scripts related to
various machine learning topics for the R Spoken Tutorial series allowed me to strengthen my
fundamentals of machine learning and contribute to the noble cause of providing free and high-quality
education for all. Analysis of the FOSSEE workshop feedback data helped me to deepen my
understanding of the workflow in a typical data science project. It helped me understand why cleaning
and preprocessing of data is extremely important to obtain reliable results from an analysis. The SOM
project was the most challenging endeavor that I have undertaken to date. It not only helped improve my
programming skills in R, but it also taught me how I should break down a complex problem into simpler
achievable steps. Coding an intricate machine learning model from scratch proved to be enlightening and
helped me expand my frontiers. The Case Study project that I undertook helped me grasp the nuances of
research work and taught me the importance of machine learning models for both researchers and their
users.

Overall, the FOSSEE Semester-long Internship was much more than what the title seems to suggest. It
taught me how to approach a problem, how I should collaborate with my teammates, how I should apply
my critical thinking to discern and solve problems, and how I should constantly elevate my current skill
level, among various other things. This was my first professional work experience, and it opened up a
whole new world for me. Most importantly, my internship at FOSSEE allowed me to transcend to an
enhanced level of skill while constructively contributing to society at large, paving the way for my future
successes. I hope that my work helps promote the R programming language.
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